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Abstract. Interactive surfaces like tabletop computers provide large touch-
enabled displays, support novel forms of interaction and collaboration, and extend 
computation to new environments. However, being a novel platform, the existing 
application pool is limited and applications existing for other platforms have to be 
re-developed. At the same time, smartphones are pervasive computers that users 
carry around and with a large pool of applications. This paper presents TIDE, a 
lightweight device composition middleware to bring existing smartphone applica-
tions onto the tabletop. Through TIDE, applications running on the smartphone 
are displayed on the tabletop computer, and users can interact with them through 
the tabletop’s interactive surface. TIDE contributes to the areas of device compo-
sition and tabletops by providing an OS-level middleware that is transparent to the 
smartphone applications, maintaining privacy by limiting content transfer between 
devices, and enhancing the usefulness of tabletops with already existing smart-
phone applications and software developers.  We present the design and imple-
mentation of TIDE, the study of different interaction techniques to manipulate 
TIDE’s interactive content, and an analysis of different research directions. Initial 
user feedback shows that TIDE is easy to use, learnable, and convenient for colla-
borative activities and private environments.  

Keywords:  Distributed User Interfaces, Multiple Display Environments,  
Tabletops, Smartphones, Device Composition. 

1 Introduction 

Tabletop computers have left the laboratories to become commercial products with 
rich input and output capabilities. Often used as appliances for specific purposes (e.g. 
exhibits, marketing events or demos), tabletops enable rich walk-up-and-use expe-
riences. However, when building real-world applications for complex tasks [e.g. 6, 8, 
29], designers must not only develop the application to support an activity (e.g. biolo-
gy experiments, design meetings, etc.) but also support the set of basic expectations 
users would have from interacting with a computing device: the ability to browse the 
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Web, access remote files, communicate, etc. The lack of applications to support such 
needs limits the impact and adoption of tabletops in professional environments. 

At the same time, smartphones with rich computing capacities are now common, 
leading to a huge application pool and an important developer base. Particularly rele-
vant to our work, is that many of the general-purpose applications already exist for the 
smartphone: Web browsing, communication and personal information management, 
access work related resources, etc. However, inherent to the mobile platforms are 
restrictions such as limited screen space, occlusion, and problems of touch-based 
interaction (e.g. the "fat finger" problem). 

This paper presents TIDE1 (Tabletop Interactive Display Extension): a novel ap-
proach to integrate smartphones to tabletops (see fig. 1). TIDE is a middleware run-
ning on both devices, allowing the smartphone to connect to the tabletop and replicate 
its user-interface onto the tabletop. The smartphone screen is displayed on the table-
top, and touch events on the tabletop surface are translated into touches on the phone 
display. We call this type of integration lightweight device composition because it is 
limited to display graphics and input mechanisms.  

The main implication of this approach is that any smartphone application can be 
used on the tabletop. Moreover, smartphones and tabletops share a similar interaction 
model mostly based on touch and gestures, meaning that the applications do not have 
to be adapted to be used “through” the tabletop, or other bridging mechanisms be 
provided. At the same time, using the smartphone’s applications from the tabletop can 
mitigate some of the phone’s limitations, like hand obstruction or small form factor. 
Other implications are that the tabletop’s larger screen size and support for multiple 
users allow TIDE to better support tasks like reading, drawing or typing, or more 
social usages of smartphone applications. 

Our contributions relate to technical, design, and usability aspects of TIDE. First, 
we present TIDE and its technical architecture. Smartphone applications run on the 
phone and are replicated on the tabletop; hence, there is no need for special application 
programming and any phone applica-
tion can be replicated to the tabletop. 
Moreover, personal data never leaves 
the phone; hence increased security 
and privacy. Second, we present 
TIDE’s interaction design which is 
based on an elicitation study combined 
with our own design considerations, 
and present an evaluation of TIDE’s 
interaction techniques and their disco-
verability. Finally, we discuss the most 
convincing use cases based on an eval-
uation of our prototype, and lay out 
future research directions for TIDE. 

                                                           
1 Demo video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SAEARu-WRYk 

Fig. 1. Tabletop users interacting with a map appli-
cation running on a smartphone through TIDE 
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2 Background 

Our motivation for designing TIDE comes from our experience building and deploy-
ing tabletops applications for professionals [28]. Such tabletop systems [6, 8] usually 
rely on a unique custom designed full-screen application. This means that most basic 
computing tasks are not supported or must be re-developed from scratch. To mitigate 
this problem the eLabBench [29] supports native Windows applications alongside its 
main application, while WeSpace [33] supports redirection of windows from laptops 
to shared displays. However, both the eLabBench and WeSpace only support native 
Windows applications and their WIMP style of interaction, which is particularly ill-
suited to touch interaction.  

This work is based on the observation that smartphones now offer a wide variety 
of touch-friendly applications for carrying everyday computing tasks. We thus devel-
oped TIDE to enable mobile applications to run on tabletops. In doing so, we push 
further existing concepts of smartphones’ screen projection onto TVs or dedicated 
displays (e.g. [31]) through the notion of lightweight device composition. In this ap-
proach a host device (tabletop) allows a client device (smartphone) to use part of its 
screen to display content, and channel touch events to the client for processing. Based 
on our experience developing tabletop applications, lightweight device composition 
should support the following requirements: 

R1. Enable applications to run without any modification. 
R2. Support multiple client devices. 
R3. Support walk-up-and-use scenarios with minimal set-up. 
R4. Enable privacy control by letting users hide the client screen quickly. 
R5. Support resizable applications (i.e. not only full-screen). 
R6. Support physical separation between host and clients (e.g. putting the phone 

back in the pocket). 

3 Related Work 

As a middleware to integrate smartphones to tabletops, TIDE sits at the crossroad of 
research into the fields of device composition, tabletop augmentation and smartphone 
projection. 

3.1 Device Composition  

Inspired by the Ubicomp vision of seamless interaction between devices, device com-
position explores how heterogeneous devices can interoperate smoothly with each 
other. Initially under the name of “smart spaces”, a number of projects (e.g. Aug-
mented Surfaces [20], i-LAND [27] or Interactive Workspaces [9]) investigated this 
direction. From an architectural perspective, smart spaces were conceived as closed 
environments that rely on a centralized software infrastructure for coordination and 
control. Examples are BEACH, which supports the i-LAND project [30], and Gaia 
OS supporting Active Spaces [23]. The infrastructure facilitates the sharing of  
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resources between the devices involved, including displays and peripherals, but also 
storage and computation. The advantage of working with a centralized infrastructure 
is that the interaction between devices can be optimized as they share a set of seman-
tics (e.g. priorities, quality of service, etc.), and control mechanisms can take complex 
forms (authorization and authentication). However, the drawback is that new devices 
cannot be integrated easily, as they require specific software configurations. 

More recent work on device composition aims at replacing centralized infrastruc-
tures by an ad-hoc peer-to-peer approach [11] or by creating a virtual or composite 
device. In the ad-hoc approach, devices communicate directly with each other to ne-
gotiate access to a certain resource (e.g. computer looking for a printer); each device 
makes decisions about resource allocation locally without the involvement of a central 
infrastructure. The virtual or composite device approach, seeks to aggregate resources 
from all the involved devices into a single virtual entity [2, 12, 13, 25]. Common to 
these two novel approaches is that they have new concerns aside from architecture of 
the underlying infrastructure, and include human-centered needs like user preferences 
[16] and manageability [17]. 

In TIDE, the smartphone and the tabletop come in direct communication with each 
other without depending on a central infrastructure, thus being closer to the second 
wave of device composition research. However, our approach differs from previous 
work in that it is lightweight: it is limited to the tabletop replicating the display of the 
smartphone and channeling touch events; neither the smartphone nor the tabletop can 
access any other resources, like computational power or storage, on the other device. 
Moreover, the composition is started only when the devices come into direct contact, 
i.e., the smartphone lies on the tabletop.  

3.2 Tabletop Augmentation 

The tabletop community has demonstrated repeatedly the value of going beyond sim-
ple touch interaction. For instance, augmenting tabletops with keyboards and mice 
can facilitate tasks for which touch input is not well suited like typing or selection of 
distant items [6]. Augmenting tabletops with tangibles enables users to control the 
state of tabletop applications with physical items and leverage the intrinsic properties 
of physical objects [10] or to display information attached to these objects [6]. Final-
ly, tabletops have been integrated into larger ecologies of devices for tasks like meet-
ing support [33], laboratory work [29] or collaborative search [14]. 

The most straightforward way to augment tabletop interaction with other devices is 
to leverage users’ smartphones and transform them into tangible inputs. For example, 
Bluetable [34] connects wireless mobile devices to interactive surfaces using vision-
based handshaking and Bluetooth. Phonetouch [24] combines image recognition with 
phones accelerometer data, by asking users to tap 3 times with their phone on the 
tabletop to initiate a Bluetooth connection between the two devices. Both projects 
allow for easy transfer of content (e.g. pictures) between the smartphone and the tab-
letop and from there to other smartphones. 

TIDE differs from previous efforts to augment tabletops by focusing on  
giving access to the smartphone applications from the tabletop, rather than using the  
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smartphone as a peripheral, as a control device or as a data source. Through the pro-
posed lightweight device composition, TIDE not only provides the same functionali-
ties of other smartphone-tabletop integration approaches (file sharing, picture view-
ing, etc), but also does so through the smartphone’s interfaces the user is already fa-
miliar with. 

3.3 Smartphone Projections 

Another research line studied the opportunities of extending user-interfaces onto 
larger surfaces by projecting it either physically or virtually [19]. The recent avail-
ability of pico-projectors led to a number of projects projecting the screen of 
smartphones onto any surface. SixthSense [15] projects the interface on any object 
right in front of the user. Winkler et al. use the projected interface to provide extra 
features to the phone application [35], for example it extends phone calls with 
synchronous remote collaboration features on the projected interactive surface. 
Virolainen et al. enhance a docking station with a projector-based vertical FTRI 
touch-display [31] in order to increase the screen size of the phone. Nonetheless, 
pico-projectors have intrinsic properties which affect their usage: they need to be 
held in a specific and stable manner to provide a convenient interactive space, their 
luminosity and resolution is limited which inhibits rich UIs, and their energy con-
sumption is significant. 

Virtual projection is an alternative to circumvent some of the limits of pico-
projectors. In its simplest form, a number of commercial smartphones can mirror their 
display on Television screens (e.g. iOS devices with AppleTV’s AirPlay feature2, 
Sony’s Xperia devices3, etc.). However this only projects the phones’ output to the 
TVs and does not support input from the TV to the phone. Baur et al. proposed to 
virtually project the smartphone UI onto a larger one [3]. Here, optical projection 
serves as a metaphor for multi-device interaction: the user positions the smartphone 
toward the desired target surface, and the surface renders the device’s interface taking 
into account its position and orientation in a way that resembles a physical projection. 
While this is an interesting direction, the users’ engagement with the target surface is 
limited as they need to hold the smartphone, a requirement which in the long term 
could cause arm fatigue and thus reduced usage. Moreover, the user interacts on the 
phone and not on the projected surface, something which affects the system’s usabili-
ty in a collaborative situation.  

TIDE is inspired by the simplest form of virtual projection, but adds the possibility 
to interact with the content from the target surface. Furthermore, the user does not 
need to hold the smartphone to control the projection, providing a stable replication, 
reducing the muscular strain and liberating both hands for interaction. Moreover, the 
luminosity is normally higher on a tabletop than it is with a pico-projector. 

                                                           
2 https://www.apple.com/appletv/airplay/ 
3 http://www.sonymobile.com/gb/xperia/ 
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4 Tabletop Interactive Display Extension - TIDE 

TIDE relies on principles of lightweight device composition: it merely pushes the 
display of the phone to the tabletop and pushes touch input from the tabletop to the 
smartphone. TIDE’s approach to device composition does not involve other resources 
like storage, computation, or peripherals. This section presents a technical overview 
of TIDE focused on the requirements for lightweight device composition. 

To initiate the screen replication phone and tabletop must be paired. We aimed at 
making this process transparent, thus users simply have to put their phone on the tab-
letop (fig. 2-A). Once TIDE detects a smartphone on the tabletop surface, it tries to 
connect to it and asks the user to 
confirm that s/he wants to establish 
the connection via a simple dialog 
on the tabletop (fig. 2-B). After the 
user validates the pairing, the dis-
play of the phone is replicated on 
the tabletop (fig. 3). At this point the 
phone can be moved to the side, and 
the user can manipulate and interact 
with the replicated smartphone on 
the tabletop (R6). 
 

 

 

Fig. 3. TIDE Surface UI 

Fig. 2. Pairing a TIDE-enable iPhone to a Micro-
soft Surface tabletop 
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4.2 Implementation 

Discovery and Pairing: The tracking component of TIDE is responsible for discover-
ing smartphones by leveraging the MS Surface v1.0 infrared cameras. It uses shape 
recognition to discover new smartphones but also of keeping track of them during the 
application session. TIDE leverages the OpenCV shape recognition libraries to identi-
fy specific features of the phones’ casings in order to track the phones’ position and 
orientation on the tabletop. Once tracked, the pairing process relies on a simple ap-
proach which consists in attempting to connect to a series of known IP addresses on 
the local wireless network (R3). This simplistic approach enables an efficient discov-
ery and pairing in testing and demonstration scenario, but would not scale well. 

Replicated UI: We implemented UI replication with VNC in order to make TIDE 
compatible with all phone applications (R1). A VNC server runs on the smartphone, 
and the tabletop’s TIDE implementation connects an embedded VNC client to it. The 
UI is streamed over Wifi, requiring the two devices to be connected to the same net-
work. Once connected, the server sends a pixel-based replication of the phone’s 
screen to the VNC client. TIDE receives the updates from the client via the VncSharp 
library and displays them on the tabletop. TIDE can create multiple client instances 
and connect to different smartphones (R2). 

Surface UI: The Surface UI is implemented with the Surface SDK, which is itself 
based on WPF (Windows Presentation Foundations). The virtual phone is implemented 
by a  object, which extends the Surface  control. The 

 class provides manipulation capabilities that are extensively used by 
the TIDE interaction model. The  contains a  object 
(from the VncLibrary), which displays the actual phone UI replication. Touch inputs to 
the virtual phone’s screen are processed by the  which maps their precise 
location on the screen and relays them to the VNC server on the phone. 

4.3 Technical Limitations  

Pairing and Discovery: TIDE uses shape recognition to discover new smartphones 
placed onto the tabletop. Once it detects a smartphone on the surface, TIDE tries to 
connect to a list of known IP-addresses for each device type (e.g. iPhone 4, HTC De-
sire, etc.) We took this approach, as the main focus of our work is the interaction with 
the replicated UI. However, a number of alternatives are available to provide a more 
robust discovery and pairing process in a real-life situation: Device discovery can be 
implemented using e.g. mDNS/Bonjour or UPnP and taking into consideration prop-
erties like phone type, location, and/or accelerometer data. Another approach would 
be to leverage the new Near Field Communication [32] of recent smartphones to ex-
change pairing information when being in close proximity of the tabletop.  

UI Replication Protocol: TIDE builds upon VNC, which has the benefit of being 
available on most platforms and very stable. For instance, VNC is readily available on 
most mobile OSes, through third party applications. Moreover, because VNC is a 
pixel-based protocol is does not require any modification of existing applications. 

DeviceControl ScatterView 
ScatterView 

DeviceControl VncControl

VncControl
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However, VNC comes with a set of shortcomings, mostly due to the fact that it was 
designed to allow remote computing in a more “traditional” personal computer para-
digm with keyboard, mice, WIMP applications, and stable/fast connectivity. There-
fore, our implementation of TIDE only supports single-touch interaction. Moreover, 
VNC presents delays in the screen updates when a lot of visual changes take place on 
smartphones with high screen resolution (i.e. Retina displays). 

Alternatives to mitigate these limitations include providing an improved VNC im-
plementation and reducing features in the user-interface before registering small 
changes as updates. 

Pixel Density: The resolution of modern smartphones is comparable to the ones of 
tabletops4. However the pixels per inch of the two classes of devices are significantly 
different: a tabletop pixel is considerably bigger than one from the smartphone. More-
over, when the replicated UI is bigger on the tabletop, the fidelity of the image is 
limited by the pixel density on the smartphone: a pixel on the phone is represented by 
several pixels on the tabletop; causing the replicated UI to look less sharp than it is. 

Screen Size: Because of pixel-based replication and important differences in screen 
sizes, scaling up applications to take over the full screen of tabletops is not always 
valuable and depends on the type of applications. Applications based on default mo-
bile widgets should be mostly used at a size equivalent to the one of the phone. Whe-
reas applications with dense information, e.g. documents, maps or games can be run 
at larger size (e.g. full-screen) without suffering from the lower pixel density of table-
top screens. 

5 Interaction Design Study 

This section presents TIDE’s interaction design, a process focused on discovering the 
main elements of the user experience: how users would interact with the phone’s re-
presentation on the tabletop. Our goal was to maximize discoverability of the func-
tionalities for novice users and foster spontaneous interaction. We took inspiration 
from Wobbrock et al.’s elicitation study of user-defined gestures for surface compu-
ting [29]. The authors conducted a study aiming at discovering the gestures (i.e. ac-
tions) participants tended to do to trigger specific behaviors (i.e. commands) on the 
tabletop, like scaling an image. Users were presented the commands and asked to 
perform the action they believe should be the cause.  

Our approach is similar, but extends classical elicitation studies in that we wanted 
to incorporate the study results in a working prototype while maintaining a coherent 
set of commands. In our study, we thus took both a bottom-up approach (i.e. classical 
elicitation study, by asking participants what they would do to trigger a command) 
and a top-down approach in which we curated the actions before and after the study to 
maintain consistency among the different commands and actions. 
                                                           
4 For instance, the resolution of Microsoft’s PixelSense screen is 1920×1080, whereas recent 

Android phones often have a resolution of 1280×700 and the latest iPad a resolution of 
2048×1536. 
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5.1 Interaction Design 
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For the purpose of the study, we created a 6th action controller called ‘Other’ 
grouping actions that did not correspond to any of the five action controller, but were 
well suited to a specific command: 
1. Drag by holding a finger on a specific tab, and using another finger to tap a desti-

nation target to move the window, 
2. Rotate by performing a one finger dragging gesture on a corner of the window, 
3. Resize by pulling the window apart with both hands, 
4. Minimize by dragging the window to the bottom of the surface, 
5. Hide by placing and holding a hand on the window, 
6. Close by dragging the window to a specific location on the surface, and 
7. Close by double tapping the window. 

5.2 Elicitation Study 

We conducted an elicitation study to investigate how participants would link the ac-
tions to the commands. We used paper mockups representing the phone interface, i.e., 
the replicated UI, and the action controllers (see [26] for details and images). 

Participants: We recruited 12 participants aged between 25 and 35 years old. All of 
them were smartphone users. Three had prior tabletop experience. 

Setting: An experimenter sat in a laboratory room with a participant, facing each 
other across a Microsoft Surface v1.0. A camera was used to record the sessions for 
future reference. 

Procedure: Based on a script, the experimenter first presented an early version5 of 
TIDE (non-interactive) to participants and the paper mockups of the iOS interface that 
participants could manipulate. The experimenter asked participants to envision writ-
ing an email on the tabletop with TIDE. This email-writing scenario was split into six 
steps. Each step required the user to issue a command. The experimenter used the 
following process to elicit every action from the participants: 
1. Explain the desired command to the participant.  
2. Ask first the participant to express an open-ended suggestion, i.e. suggest an ac-

tion that s/he would perform to obtain the desired effect, and to demonstrate the 
action using the paper mockups. 

3. Present three possible actions to issue the desired command, ask the participant to 
try them out to make sure they were understood. Then ask participants to rank the 
actions by order of preference. 

Data Analysis: We ranked the {command, action} pairs based on the preference they 
received from participants. A weight of 3 was given to the first position, a weight of 1 
to the second, and a weight of 0 to a third. We then aggregated the preferences of all 
the users and normalized them on an [0-1] interval, where a 1 meant that the entry 
was awarded a first position by all participants, and a 0 meant that all participants 

                                                           
5 Video of the early prototype: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EVWndZgTnPQ 
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UI. Even though TIDE had been described to the participants their first reaction was 
still to actually interact with the phone’s content. This finding suggests that for TIDE 
to be really intuitive, it should be able to interpret the intention of the user: to control 
the phone image or to control the phone remotely. 

From the variety of ideas participants suggested, we identified a clear trend in two 
situations. For resizing, 8 out of 12 participants suggested grabbing the sides of the 
window with two fingers, and pulling the window apart to enlarge it. This shows that 
pinch and zoom is now completely part of users’ vocabulary. For minimizing, 7 out of 
12 participants suggested dragging the window off-screen (or to a specific location 
along the surface edge). The same suggestion reoccurred for the hiding and closing 
commands, although less strongly. This action is consistent with removing a real 
piece of paper from a table and appeared to be intuitive. 

5.5 Final Design Choices 

Based on the participants’ rankings and suggestions we implemented the active bor-
ders and active corners (for manipulating and resizing – R5), and double tapping (for 
quick closing – R4). This selection represents the highest ranked action controller 
across all commands and the most popular suggested actions.  

6 Usability Study 

We conducted a final usability evaluation focusing on the learnability, ease of use and 
usefulness of the system. Our goal was to identify which actions and commands par-
ticipants would discover in our working prototype 

Participants: We recruited 10 participants aged between 25 and 40 years. All were 
regular smartphone users, and 5 had prior tabletop experience.  

Apparatus: TIDE was installed on the Microsoft Surface v1.0, that has a 30 inch 
display (76cm) with a resolution of 1024 x 768 pixels. The tabletop is at the height of 
a coffee table, and the participants sat by it. It was used in combination with an 
iPhone 4 running iOS 5 and a HTC Legend running Android 2.1, both equipped with 
third-party VNC applications. An additional desktop computer was available for fill-
ing out a questionnaire. 

Data Collected: In order to determine which actions were used to perform a given 
command, we used simple logging at the application level. Each session produced a 
set of CSV log files capturing the command, action and time. We also gathered partic-
ipants’ feedback through a questionnaire after each session, and the sessions were 
captured on video, for future reference. 

6.1 Procedure 

We first introduced the experiment to participants, explaining they would go through 
the following phases: 
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consider using the application. Figure 6 provides an overview of the situations in 
which TIDE made sense (or did not) to the participants. Participants’ feedback clearly 
showed that a system like TIDE is not suited for interacting alone in a public space, 
nor does it seem well suited for interacting on tabletop like one would on a smart-
phone. The activities for which TIDE shows relevance are browsing the Internet, 
looking at pictures, playing games, looking at maps and reading documents; especial-
ly in collaborative situations. Such situations are not currently supported well by 
smartphones, not because of a lack of features but because of the inherent limitations 
of their small form factor. 

7 Discussion and Perspectives 

Participants’ feedback outlines situations where TIDE would be useful in everyday 
life, like in private spaces or collaborative settings. This observation supports our 
initial motivation for developing TIDE as a platform to complement tabletop deploy-
ments in professional settings which are either private workspaces or semi-public 
ones with only known colleagues accessing the information.  In this section we dis-
cuss the implications of TIDE for tabletop deployments in the real world, its benefits, 
and possible venues of future research.  

7.1 TIDE in the World 

Based on participants’ informal feedback, we identified three situations beyond the 
professional environment in which participants would consider using TIDE:  

1. At home, TIDE would play the role of a leisure device, to browse, play in a 
more public and shared manner than one would with a phone or a tablet.  

2. In shared spaces, such as meeting rooms for collocated browsing of documents.  
3. In public spaces but in a semi-public way, e.g. around a table with friends in a 

café or bar for casual browsing, playing, photos; while the space is public, the situa-
tion offers some degree of protection to intruders. 

These situations add to our original motivation of providing touch-friendly applica-
tions in professional settings, to augment one’s interactive desk. 

7.2 TIDE Benefits 

Compared to running tabletop based applications, by having applications run on us-
ers’ smartphones, TIDE provides a set of interesting benefits:  

1. Users’ personal data does not leave the phone. This is of particular value giv-
en the shared nature of tabletops. By having applications run on the phone, users can 
be sure that their data is not shared without their consent, that it will not stay cached 
in the tabletop, and that it’s not subject to eavesdropping during transport.  

2. No code coming from the tabletop runs on the users’ smartphones, by only 
transmitting input information from the tabletop to the phone and using a “dumb” 
protocol unaware of the content being transmitted, risks of accessing personal data are 
quite low.  
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3. TIDE provides users and developers with a single-point of updates to manage. 
Getting the latest version of an application happens only at the smartphone. This 
solves one of the usual problems of Ubicomp applications: the complexity of main-
taining them and keeping them up-to-date.  

7.3 Tabletop-Aware Phone Applications 

Having applications installed on smartphones running through TIDE does not neces-
sarily imply that such applications should be designed only for smartphones. We en-
vision that TIDE could be extended so that applications running on the smartphone 
could be targeted for tabletop use. For example, UI elements could be adjusted to the 
number of pixels per inch of the tabletop, which is significantly lower than on smart-
phones. Other extensions could focus on the collaborative aspect of tabletops, for 
instance by allowing users to drag and drop data from on smartphone to another 
through TIDE. 

This would mean extending VNC or developing a new framework dedicated to UI 
distribution like Substance [5]. Or like XICE [1], which is a programming framework 
supporting the development of applications enabling the annexation of displays by 
nomadic users. 

7.4 Tabletop as a Hub for Peripherals 

Finally we envision TIDE as a first step towards using tabletops as device composi-
tion hubs, offering extra computational power, faster connectivity, larger memory but 
also extending smartphones’ input and output capabilities, by enabling users to plug-
in external devices like keyboards and mice. 

8 Conclusion 

In this paper, we have introduced the notion of lightweight device composition and 
identified some of the requirements for its implementation. We presented TIDE, a mid-
dleware to provide such lightweight device composition between a smartphone and a 
tabletop computer. We presented the interaction design process of TIDE based on an 
elicitation study. We further carried out an evaluation to assess the discoverability of 
TIDE features. Finally we presented compelling cases in which TIDE could be used.  

We observed that TIDE often generates a lot of questions about privacy related to 
the personal nature of smartphones. Nonetheless, after interacting with TIDE, users 
felt in control and did not voice any concern. This may be related to the fact that they 
had become familiar with the commands to hide or disconnect TIDE, and felt com-
fortable triggering them. In this sense, the privacy questions were rather at the appli-
cation level, here users clearly stated that they would not use TIDE to view or write 
personal messages in a public setting, but would rather use TIDE for collaborative 
activities in which smartphones are not well suited. Moreover, we believe that social 
conventions play a role in controlling the privacy element, like it is the case today 
when a smartphone or tablet is shared among friends to show photos or play games. 
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